
Good morning Traders!

FOMC today, $MSFT crushed, then J/K and $TSLA after the bell.

I've felt the price action this past two weeks reminded me more of the Dot Com bubble of 2000 than

of any other time since. Perhaps, I'm drinking too much of my Oolong Tea in the mornings these

days, but it has been manic depressive out there.

As of this morning, pre US Open, $ES is above Monday and Tuesdays highs.

Thursdays overnight low was the level that really kicked off this round of selling at 4429.50 which will

now be the overhead resistance.

As happened yesterday, we are walking in to a very big gap up from the lows.

Last night after $MSFT reported, futures fell about 4%, while $MSFT itself was down 8%. That's an

8% selloff in the second largest publicly traded company in the world. Somehow that was shaken off,

and has since been completely erased, with a massive gap up on the day.

It's important to watch how this gap up is traded.

if the gap is accepted and remains unfilled, we have a boat load of shorts who will need to cover

their positions which added to the put/call ratio extremes, and the rate of change to the downside in

less than two weeks, could bring a lot of buying power into the markets.

That will likely play out after FOMC, if it does happen.

Intraday we have a massive overnight range to contend with, over 100 points, to even consider any

intraday breakout scenario, almost ensuring a neutral/mean reversion trading environment as you'd

expect going into an FOMC announcement.

Breaking that range is a big ask of the market, if answered I'd expect a quick move to new lows.

That is to say, probably not going to happen until after the FOMC if it does happen.

TLDR; mean reversion trading expected today intraday, then wait and see with FOMC.



After FOMC will be watching for ranges to be broken and retested before putting a trade on $ES.

Positions

Long $USDJPY starting to work out now, with my trail stop on $NZDJPY tightened up, (yen

dropping) to protect profits in that rather incestuous position.

Bought DOTM calls on $NKE at 1/2 normal position size with an extra month of time premium,

March $165's. This is the first


